
Call of the Sea – Ensenada to La Paz MX Part 3 

Murphy’s Law says; “whatever can go wrong will go wrong”.   This will be no exception.   The monies did not appear in 

the Doctor’s Account immediately like in the movies.   Needless to say the Doctor was probably wondering if these 

gringos were trying to stiff him.  He made us agree to pull cash out of an ATM at 4000 paesos a day  several days.  When 

the money arrives in his account he will return it.  (We hope) 

 Doctor Fenech told us our Amiga, Isabel (the Angel from Bahai Tortuges) had called an associate of his and was upset 

that he charged us.   The Doctor explained to us that he would normally want 38,000 pesos, but we had resident status 

so he charged what he would charge any Mexican.    He also did not charge us for the plates and screws as they were 

covered under Seguro Popular.  

One thing that is very clear of the medical program here in Mexico.   The 

Doctors worry almost as much about getting paid as they do the care of 

the patient.  Doctor Fenech was very good, but even on the operating 

table; he was asking Pat about how he was to get paid. 

The cost of the surgery was about $2016 and the hospital was about 

$390.  As compared with the US, the surgery would have been $25,000+.   

The Doctors in Mexico do the best job they can as do most Doctors.   

The big difference is no law suits in Mexico.   Doctors can make a decent 

living without paying $100,000+ a year for Malpractice insurance. 

The room they assigned us was a private suite with a bed, bathroom with shower, and two couches.  We later learned 

that Pat was the first patient assigned to this room since this new hospital’s opening last summer.   

Pat had her operation between 6PM and 9PM with recovery and after X-rays taken she finally returned to her room at 

close to midnight.   I slept on a nice looking but very painful couch an hour at a time till the staff came in to clean the 

room again at 6AM.  I think they cleaned the bathroom more times a day than we used it.    

Since the food is very scarce and interesting, I went out of the hospital and across the street to get breakfast.  When I 

returned the breakfast was in a pack sack, but I was caring two large coffees.   The Policia stopped me and told me I was 

not allowed to bring coffee into the hospital and since I had shorts on, I was not allowed in the hospital.   I kept smiling 

and said the staff said it was OK.  They said No No, no coffee and more pants.   Finally another officer that spoke better 

English arrived and repeated the same, but he collected a piece of identification from me to leave at the Policia station 

and took me to administration.   They found our room and to the best of my knowledge because we were in the suite, 

escorted me back to Pat’s room.   Had I not kept a smile on my face and kept asking why, that may have been the last I 

would have seen of Pat until I could get somewhere and buy pants.  I should have realized the pants requirement after 

living in Mexico for a year.  While Ensenada was a bit laxer on us, we knew you do not go to a government office in 

shorts and the hospital is a government office.   While the breakfast was good, no sleep and no coffee kind of made the 

rest of the day real long.     

This was probably a very good example of free health care coming to the United States.   Health Care is free to all, but 

because the patients far outnumber the doctors there are long waiting lines with care often too late.   Those that can 

afford private doctors or insurance will get the care after hours.   While free is good, it is disappointing to see our system 

evolve to one similar to Mexico and Canada. 

 



It has all not been bad.   The marina we are at, Costa Baja, is a great place.    The facilities here, especially the beach club, 

are amazing and I am sure our next 5 months here while Pat 

recuperates will be great. 

While Traveling to Mexico:    

1.  Check out your insurance coverage before you go to see what 

the options are for this type of situation. 

2. You may want to consider Med-Jet insurance at about $300+ 

per year while in Mexico. 

3. If you are planning to stay in Mexico for a while, get an FM3 

and apply for Mexican health insurance.   It is free for those 62 and older. 

4. Learn as much Spanish as possible. 

5. If you do not know Spanish, bring a lap top or IPhone that can translate for you.  We used both. 

6. Make sure you have communication from sea to shore.  HF equipment and a General class Ham License or a 

Satellite phone. 

7. Bring Long Pants if you plan to go to a government office, including hospitals 

8. Don’t try to take coffee into the hospitals 

9. Make sure your wife is not breakable. . . . . .  

To see more of the adventures of Pat and Terry on s/v Sunnyside, many pictures and a link to my new book on Amazon, 

check out our web site at: http://sunnyside-adventure.webs.com 

http://sunnyside-adventure.webs.com/

